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Abstract

Raman lidar measurements performed in Potenza by the Raman lidar system BASIL
in the presence of cirrus clouds are discussed. Measurements were performed on 6
September 2004 in the frame of Italian phase of the EAQUATE Experiment.

The major feature of BASIL is represented by its capability to perform high-resolution5

and accurate measurements of atmospheric temperature and water vapour, and con-
sequently relative humidity, both in daytime and night-time, based on the application of
the rotational and vibrational Raman lidar techniques in the UV. BASIL is also capa-
ble to provide measurements of the particle backscatter and extinction coefficient, and
consequently lidar ratio (at the time of these measurements only at one wavelength),10

which are fundamental to infer geometrical and microphysical properties of clouds.
A case study is discussed in order to assess the capability of Raman lidars to mea-

sure humidity in presence of cirrus clouds, both below and inside the cloud. While air
inside the cloud layers is observed to be always under-saturated with respect to wa-
ter, both ice super-saturation and under-saturation conditions are found inside these15

clouds. Upper tropospheric moistening is observed below the lower cloud layer.
The synergic use of the data derived from the ground based Raman Lidar and of

spectral radiances measured by the NAST-I Airborne Spectrometer allows to determine
the temporal evolution of the atmospheric cooling/heating rates due to the presence of
the cirrus cloud anvil.20

Lidar measurements beneath the cirrus cloud layer have been interpreted using a
1-D cirrus cloud model with explicit microphysics. The 1-D simulations indicates that
sedimentation-moistening has contributed significantly to the moist anomaly, but other
mechanisms are also contributing. This result supports the hypothesis that the ob-
served mid-tropospheric humidification is a real feature which is strongly influenced by25

the sublimation of precipitating ice crystals. Results illustrated in this study demonstrate
that Raman lidars, like the one used in this study, can resolve the spatial and temporal
scales required for the study of cirrus cloud microphysical processes and appears sen-
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sitive enough to reveal and quantify upper tropospheric humidification associated with
cirrus cloud sublimation.

1 Introduction

Cirrus clouds represent a fundamental component of the global climate system, primar-
ily through their radiative effects (Liou, 1986; Stephens et al., 1990). Cirrus radiative5

properties are important modulators of the incoming solar and the outgoing planetary
radiation (Ramanathan et al., 1983). A proper understanding the formation mecha-
nisms of cirrus clouds in the upper troposphere and tropopause region is a necessary
prerequisite to understand and predict the radiative effects of cirrus clouds, their role
in precipitation processes and in the hydrological cycle, and hence their impact on10

climate.
The role played by cirrus clouds in humidifying the underlying atmosphere through

evaporation of falling ice crystals is important. The associated pattern of evaporative
cooling may act to significantly alter the pre-existing static stability in the sub-cloud re-
gion and, together with humidification effect, may ultimately result in the formation of15

new cloud layers (Starr and Wylie, 1990). Furthermore, crystals precipitating from cir-
rus clouds can seed lower super-cooled liquid water clouds and influence precipitation
mechanisms (Ramaswamy and Detwiler, 1986). Upper tropospheric humidification has
important climatic implications as climate sensitivity to increasing CO2 is primarily de-
pendent on water vapour feedback mechanisms taking place in the middle and upper20

troposphere (Sinha and Harries, 1995; Held and Soden, 2000).
This paper aims to show the capabilities of Raman lidar systems in the characteriza-

tion of atmospheric processes involving cirrus clouds. Measurements reported in this
paper represent to our knowledge the first Raman lidar measurements of relative hu-
midity (RH) inside cirrus clouds. Measurements reported in this paper were performed25

in the frame of the Italian phase (5–10 September 2004) of the European AQUA Ther-
modynamic Experiment (EAQUATE) (Taylor et al., 2008). The experiment involved also
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a variety of ground based remote sensing instruments (lidars, microwave radiometer,
infrared interferometer, ceilometer), and was supported by dedicated radiosonde re-
leases from the IMAA-CNR ground station 8.2 km away, in the W-SW direction. The
University of BASILicata UV Raman lidar system (BASIL) (located at DIFA, Potenza-
Italy, 40◦38′45′′ N, 15◦48′32′′ E), was part of the ground equipment involved in the ex-5

periment and collected approximately 80 hours of measurements distributed over four
Intensive Observation Periods (IOPs). The NASA Proteus high altitude aircraft pro-
vided measurements through a range of instruments, and among them the National
Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System Airborne Sounder Testbed-
Interferometer (NAST-I), a scanning sensor measuring emitted thermal radiation with10

a spectral sampling of 0.24 cm−1, covering the long wave band region 645–2700 cm−1

(Cousins and Gazarick, 1999).
NAST-I measurements were compared with spectral radiances computed using

BASIL products (temperature and water vapour profiles, and cloud geometrical and
optical information) leading to the determination of the temporal sequence of the cloud15

cooling/heating rates associated with the presence of the cirrus cloud anvil. Lidar mea-
surements beneath cirrus clouds have been interpreted using a 1-D cirrus cloud model
with explicit microphysics.

The paper outline is as follows. Section 2 describes the Raman lidar system and the
meteorological conditions at the time of the measurements. Section 3 describes the20

methodology used to estimate the cooling/heating rates generated by the cirrus cloud
anvil. Section 4 describes the cirrus cloud microphysical model and the results of the
cloud simulations used in the interpretation of the lidar measurements. Results are
summarized in Sect. 5.

2 The case study: lidar system and measurements25

The major feature of BASIL is represented by its capability to perform high-resolution
and accurate measurements of atmospheric temperature and water vapour, both in
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daytime and night-time, based on the application of the rotational and vibrational Ra-
man lidar techniques in the UV (Di Girolamo et al., 2004, 2009). Relative humidity mea-
surements are obtained from the simultaneous lidar measurements of water vapour
and temperature. Lidar measurements of atmospheric temperature and water vapour
reported in this paper were calibrated by comparing BASIL products with radiosonde5

measurements of for these same parameters for the 17 radiosonde released from the
IMAA-CNR ground station during the EAQUATE experiment. The altitude regions con-
sidered for the comparison were chosen to be 3–4 km above mean sea level (a.s.l.) for
water vapour and 6–10 km a.s.l. for temperature. From now on all references to height
or altitude are intended as a.s.l., unless otherwise noted. Vibrational and rotational10

Raman lidar techniques for the measurement of atmospheric humidity and tempera-
ture and the methodologies used for the data analysis are described in a variety of
papers (among others, Whiteman et al., 2006a,b; Behrendt and Reichardt, 2000; Fer-
rare et al., 2004; Di Girolamo et al., 2006; Behrendt, 2005). When particle scattering
ratios are in excess of 30, lidar temperature measurements are contaminated by elastic15

echoes. This potential source of systematic error is minimized through the application
of a correction algorithm based on the knowledge of the intruded elastic signal, which
is subtracted from the temperature signals.

Besides temperature and water vapour, at the time of this experiment BASIL provided
measurements of particle backscattering and extinction coefficient at 355 nm, both in20

daytime and night-time. The experimental set-up of BASIL is described in several other
papers (Maestri et al., 2009; Bhawar et al., 2008; Griaznov et al., 2007; Mona et al.,
2007; Di Girolamo et al., 2009). Vertical and temporal resolution of BASIL raw data are
30 m and 1 min, respectively. However, in order to reduce signal statistical fluctuations,
time integration and vertical smoothing are applied to the data. For a time integration25

of 20 min and a vertical resolution of 300 m, night-time measurement uncertainty at
8 km a.s.l. is typically 5% for the particle backscattering coefficient, 20% for particle
extinction coefficient, 7% for water vapor mixing ratio, 0.5 K for temperature and 8.5%
for RH.
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On 6 September 2004 the cirrus cloud evolution was monitored by BASIL between
approx. 17:30 and 20:30 UTC in the altitude region from 7 to 11 km a.s.l. The Proteus
aircraft flew four times over the Potenza region and three radiosondes were released
in 4 h from the IMAA ground station.

In the morning intense convective activity was present over Molise, Northern Campa-5

nia and Basilicata mainly along the Appennines, NW of Potenza (see the sequence of
SEVIRI images at 10.8µm (channel IR108) and at 6.25µm (channel WV62) in Fig. 1).
SEVIRI images in the WV62 water vapour channel show that the convective activity
took place at the border of an area of relatively high humidity slowly drifting South East,
limited to the West by a region of drier air moving quickly South-East over the Tyrre-10

nian Sea and the island of Sicily. Low and mid level clouds were completely dissipated
around 17:30 UTC, while a persistent cirrus cloud anvil, of limited extent and primarily
located E of Potenza, is visible at 18:42 UTC until 21:27 UTC. The complete sequence
of SEVIRI images in the infrared and water vapour channels (not shown) indicate that
the air mass where the main convective activity had taken place kept moving South15

East, over the Potenza region, at an estimated average speed (computed considering
persistent high-cloud features) of less than 10 m/s, much lower than the speed of the
drier air-mass on the Tyrrenian Sea and the island of Sicily (about 20–30 m/s).

Figure 2 shows the variability of the particle backscattering coefficient at 355 nm
over the period 17:32–20:34 UTC, clearly revealing the evolution of the cirrus cloud20

episode till final dissipation. The figure is plotted as a succession of 1 min averaged
consecutive profiles and covers the day-to-night transition. No lidar data is available
before 17:30 UTC; however, before this time, the large cloud optical thickness and sky
background radiation would have prevented from accurate lidar measurements inside
cirrus clouds, especially in terms of water vapour mixing ratio.25

Cloud boundaries are determined through the application of a threshold approach
(Platt et al., 1994). A threshold value of 2.5×10−7 m−1 sr−1 is considered to infer cloud
base and top height (cloud boundaries are illustrated as red dots in Fig. 2). The
cloud deck is well distinguishable in the figure till approximately 19:20 UTC and af-
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terwards the presence of a residual cloud anvil signature is visible between 19:45 and
20:30 UTC. Two cloud layers are present: a lower layer extending from 7.3 to 9.6 km
and vanishing around 18:30 UTC, and an upper layer extending from 9.2 to 10.7 km,
present till 20:30 UTC. The vertical extent of the cloud is found to progressively de-
crease with time, with a maximum value of 3.5 km around 18:00 UTC. Detailed infor-5

mation on the time variability of the geometrical and optical properties of the cirrus
cloud anvil for this specific case study have been reported in other papers (Mona et al.,
2007; Maestri et al., 2009).

Figure 3 shows the lidar measurements of particle extinction at 355 nm over the
same 3 h period as Fig. 2. Particle extinction measurements are completely indepen-10

dent from particle backscatter measurements, as the former are obtained from the N2
Raman lidar signals at 386.7 nm (Ansmann et al., 1992), while the latter are obtained
from the elastic lidar signals at 355 m. In order to reduce signal statistical fluctuations,
vertical smoothing is applied to the row N2 Raman signals to achieve an overall vertical
resolution of 150 m. Extinction measurements are however not sensitive enough to15

capture the cloud anvil signature between 19:45 and 20:30 UTC. Figure 3 also shows
the evolution with time of cloud optical thickness (lower panel), obtained by integrating
the extinction profiles over the vertical domain of the clouds (7–12 km). Optical thick-
ness ranges from 2.76, at 18:02 UTC, to 0.01 at 19:30 UTC. Before 18:00 UTC optical
thickness is in excess of 3 and the system cannot obtain a correct estimate.20

From the simultaneous lidar measurements of particle extinction and backscatter
the lidar (extinction-to-backscatter) ratio at 355 nm is obtained. The lidar ratio depends
on particle microphysical properties, primarily particle size and shape. Values are in
the range 25–30 sr, which are in good agreement with other literature values for cirrus
cloud particles (Behrendt and Reichardt, 2000; Chen et al., 2002; Giannakaki et al.,25

2007). A more detailed analysis of lidar ratio variability for this case study has been
reported in a recent paper by Mona et al. (2007).

Figure 4 illustrates the time evolution of the relative humidity over ice (RHI), com-
puted using the saturation vapour pressure over ice. The figure is plotted as a succes-
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sion of consecutive profiles (averaged over a 5 min period), and vertical resolution is
300 m. Cloud boundaries are shown in this figure (white lines), together with the maxi-
mum altitude (red line) reached for water vapour mixing ratio (wl) lidar measurements,
which is taken as the altitude where the random component of the error affecting wl
reaches 100%. Because of the severe attenuation of the laser beam by the cloud, pen-5

etration inside cirrus clouds is limited to a total optical thickness of about 2.5–3. For
cloud regions where scattering ratio exceeds 30, RHI is computed using the tempera-
ture information from four radiosondes that were released at 17:13, 18:36, 20:22 and
00:32 UTC from the IMAA-CNR ground station. At this purpose, radisosondes data
are interpolated at the times and heights of the lidar data. Results plotted in Fig. 410

show that both super-saturation and under-saturation conditions (with respect to ice)
are found inside thescloud. Additionally, values of RHI up to 80–90% are found beneath
the cirrus clouds (see region identified with blue arrows in Fig. 4).

In order to compare vertical profiles of particle backscatter, relative humidity and
temperature at a fixed time, we considered a 10 min average identified by the vertical15

red line in Fig. 4, covering the time interval 19:05–19:15 UTC. Corresponding profiles
are illustrated in Fig. 5. This time was selected in order to minimize the temporal
mismatch between radiosonde and lidar measurement at cirrus altitude. In fact, in the
time interval 19:02–19:12 UTC the radiosonde launched at 18:36 is found to cover the
altitude region 7.7–10.4 km.20

In panel (a) of Fig. 5, the black line represents the lidar profile of relative humidity
over water (RH), the red line is the lidar profile of RHI and the green line is the ra-
diosonde profile of RH. The particle backscatter profile at 355 nm is illustrated in panel
(b). Note that values of RH and RHI measured by BASIL are found to noticeably in-
crease inside the cirrus cloud, while the radiosonde values of RH do not. Although25

the radiosonde was not equipped with a GPS receiver for absolute positioning, wind
information from the ECMWF global model suggests that, at the time of the lidar mea-
surement, the radiosonde is within a distance of 12 km from the measurement site.
SEVIRI satellite images at 18.57.45 UTC and 19:12:45 UTC show that cloud cover-
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age extends over an area of several hundred km2 around Potenza. Therefore we think
that the radiosonde RH profile inside the cloud layer is likely due to the slow response
time of the radiosonde humidity sensor (advanced humicap for the Vaisala RS-90A)
rather than to a drift away from the area covered with cirrus clouds. Panel (c) and (d)
of Fig. 5 represent a magnification of the region 9–11 km of panel (a) and (b), respec-5

tively, while panel (e) represents the temperature profile in this same altitude region.
Large RHI values in excess of 120% are observed within the cirrus cloud layer. Very
large RHI values, up to 160%, have been reported by several authors (e.g. Gierens et
al., 1999; Ovarlez et al., 2002; Ström et al., 2003). Panel (c), (d) and (e) reveal that
both RH and RHI within the cloud increase with decreasing temperatures. Additionally,10

the fraction of the cloud volume which is under-saturated with respect to ice decreases
with height. These results are in agreement with in other situ observations in ice clouds
(Kolorev and Isaac, 2006).

Figure 6 illustrates the time evolution of water vapour mixing ratio over a time period
of approx. 9.5 h from 17:32 UTC on 6 September 2004 to 02:55 UTC on 7 September15

2004. The figure is plotted as a succession of 10 min averaged consecutive profiles
with a vertical resolution of 300 m; this large integration time was selected in order
to reduce random errors. Additionally, in order to clearly highlight the elevated humid
layer in the 6–8 km altitude range, the colour scale was selected to range between
0 and 2 g/kg. The layer of increased humidity beneath the cloud layer appears as20

an horizontal stripe in the altitude range from 6 to 7.5 km, included between the two
horizontal violet lines. Before 19:20 UTC, BASIL is sounding an air column which
includes the cirrus cloud (see Fig. 2 for comparison) and the high water vapour mixing
ratio values observed before 19:20 UTC pertain to humid air masses inside the lower
portion of the cloud layer.25
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3 Estimate of radiative diabatic exchange

The NAST-I measurements in the window region 10–12µm were used to retrieve total
cloud optical depth and effective dimension De using the method RT-RET (Maestri
and Holz, 2009). Several retrievals have been obtained using various particle habits
and specific analytic Gamma functions to describe the particle size distribution (PSD)5

(more details are given in Sect. 5). The best results, measured by the closeness of
the simulated and measured spectral radiances, are obtained assuming a prescribed
mixture of crystal habits (Bozzo et al., 2008). Table 1 lists the optical and microphysical
properties retrieved by RT-RET at 4 FOVS around the BASIL station, during the first
Proteus overpass, assuming the mentioned mixture. The results for the four closely10

spaced NAST-I FOVS are given to show the small-scale variability in retrieved cloud
optical thickness, and therefore the range expected for the microphysical parameters.
Table 1 provides also values corresponding to the average properties over the four
FOVS, computed from tha average radiances. These mean properties are used for the
simulations presented in this section. The estimate of De is representative of the whole15

cloud deck, which is a reasonable assumption in this case study since the measured
lidar ratio is nearly constant within the cloud deck.

The retrieved effective dimension De is then used to compute the mean extinction

coefficient ke;
[
m2/kg

]
valid for the entire cloud deck, using same hypothesis on PSD

and shape used for the retrieval step. Finally the mass density profile ρ (z) ;
[
kg/m3

]
,20

also called Ice Water Content, or IWC, can be derived in any layer where lidar mea-

surements of the extinction coefficient βe;
[
m−1

]
, are available, using the expression:

ρ (z) =
βe (z)

ke
(1)

The main underlying assumption, as already pointed out, is that the particle size dis-
tribution, and hence the effective dimension, does not change throughout the cloud.25
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Thus a synergistic use of lidar and NAST-I derived parameters allows a reconstruction
of all the quantities that are needed for simulating the upwelling radiances in cloudy
conditions. This procedure has been applied to sets of four closely spaced FOVS
closest to the BASIL line of sight for each of the Proteus overpasses (four in all) over
the DIFA ground station. The average microphysical properties retrived using RT-RET5

and Raman lidar measurements of atmospheric temperature, water vapour, cloud ge-

ometry (cloud upper and lower boundaries) and mass density profile ρ (z) ;
[
kg/m3

]
,

have been used for the radiative transfer (RT) computations at the time of the Pro-
teus passes. Multiple scattering RT calculations are performed using the adding and
doubling method (Evans and Stephens, 1991). The RT code is interfaced with the10

molecular optical depth database, obtained using LbLRTM (Clough and Jacono, 1995)
and the particulate optical depth database as described in Rizzi et al. (2001); Maestri
et al. (2005). The detailed comparison of the four sets of NAST-I data with our simu-
lations can be found in Maestri et al. (2009). As the simulated radiances are in good
agreement with measured NAST-I data, we expect that the reconstruction of the rel-15

evant atmospheric and cloud parameters is good enough to allow the reconstruction
of the temporal evolution of the atmospheric fluxes and thus of the ratiative diabatic
terms, that can be expressed in terms of the cooling/heating rates, and to investigate
the energy balance at the time of observations.

Spectral fluxes and cooling/heating rates have been computed in coincidence with20

the four NAST-I overpasses with a resolution of 0.05 cm−1. Corresponding spectral
cooling/heating rates are shown in Fig. 7, where the spectral resolution has been de-
graded to 20 cm−1 for visual purposes. During the first overpass (18:02 UTC, upper left
panel) the cloud is formed of two optically thick layers with a similar optical depth (OD)
(1.62 for the lower layer and 1.14 for the upper layer, values obtained by integrating the25

lidar extinction coefficient over the depth of the two layers). These high optical depth
values generate heating at cloud base in the window region, while in the far infrared
the cloud base is immersed in a quite opaque environment dominated by the water
vapour absorption in the rotational band, which leads to very low heating/cooling rate
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values. Maximum cooling is observed at the cloud top between 200 and 600 cm−1.
During the second overpass (18:20 UTC, upper right panel) the lower cloud layer has
almost disappeared (OD=0.06 for the lower layer and 0.64 for the upper layer) and the
window heating and far infrared cooling take place at the cloud top. A similar situation
is found during the third overpass (19:20 UTC, lower left panel), but lower heating and5

cooling rates are present as a result of smaller optical depth (OD=0.03 for the lower
layer and 0.14 for the upper layer). During the fourth overpass (19:40 UTC, lower right
panel) the typical features of the clear sky cooling rates are present (overall OD=0.06).
The main diabatic feature is represented by the cooling structure of the water vapour
rotational band between 2–4 km a.s.l. in the spectral region 400–600 cm−1, a feature10

not present during the first overpass in the presence of strong down-welling fluxes due
to the cloud layers.

Spectral cooling/heating rates can be spectrally integrated to determine the vertical
profile of total diabatic rates, which are plotted in Fig. 8 for the four Proteus overpasses.
During the first overpass, the cloud effect is evident both inside and outside the cloud15

layers. A large gradient (∼10 K/day) develops between cloud top and bottom. The
strong cooling at the top during the first overpass can explain the persistence of the
upper cloud layer after 19:00 UTC, when the lower portion has already disappeared.
During the second overpass, as a result of the almost complete disappearance of the
lower cloud layer, the window heating and far IR cooling occur at approximately the20

same altitude and nearly compensate each other, thus producing a reduced cooling
at the top of the cloud. The disappearance of the cloud cannot be explained based
on radiative energy exchange mechanisms alone, and cloud microphysics needs to be
accounted for. We have therefore relied on a 1-D microphysical model to describe the
evolution of the cloud, starting from initial conditions which represent the measured25

state over Potenza at 17:32 UT. The details of the 1-D model are introduced in next
section, together with the obtained results.
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4 Cloud simulations

The one-dimensional (1-D) time-dependent cloud numerical model with explicit micro-
physics (Lin et al., 2005) is capable of fully resolving the PSD in each grid box. Ice
crystals are grouped into bins according to their ice masses to resolve the evolution of
the PSD. One-dimensional simulations of anvil clouds have been explored by several5

authors (e.g. Chen et al., 1997). The most sophisticated 1-D cloud simulation would
be using a framework of single column model (e.g. Luo et al., 2003; Comstock et al.,
2008), given the horizontal moisture and heat flux, or even the horizontal flux of con-
densate. The soundings indicate that the horizontal wind in the mid-upper troposphere
(5–9 km) was light for the period of interest for this study; the sequence of infrared and10

water vapour MSG imagery shows that the air mass in which the cloud is embedded
moves slowly toward South-East, and moreover water vapour imagery (both at 6.2 and
7.3µm) shows that the same air mass is fairly horizontally homogeneous. Because
of the limited horizontal advection, the cirrus anvil progressively vanishes mainly as a
result of radiative diabatic heating, mesoscale induced downward motion and particle15

fall-out and sublimation. The radiative diabatic terms computed in Sect. 3 support an
important diabatic effect at the time of the first Proteus pass only, while at later stages
the only radiative effect is seen as a moderate cooling of the top of the upper layer.

The initial conditions for the 1-D simulation are the idealized profiles of tempera-
ture and vapour mixing ratio shown in Fig. 9, obtained from the radiosonde data at20

17:13 UTC. The actual radiosonde profiles at 17:13 and 18:36 UTC are also plotted in
same figure for comparison. In the altitude range of interest (5–11 km) there is a warm-
ing trend in potential temperature, except at z=7 km and 9<z<10 km. Take the air at
7.5 km for example, where the potential temperature increases by 0.55 K from 17:13
to 18:36 UTC. This corresponds to a downward motion of 0.055 ms−1, ignoring the25

horizontal heat advection and any diabatic heating. In both soundings, RHI is less than
40% between z=5 and 5.8 km and increases with height to 100% at around z=7.2 km.
RHI for the two soundings differ significantly between z=7.2 and 8.8 km: at 17:13 UTC
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RHI is mostly ice supersaturated whereas at 18:36 UTC it is mostly undersaturated. It
is conjectured that this change in RHI is associated with a mesoscale-induced descent
air motion superimposed to gravitational settling of ice particles. RHI in both soundings
is close to ice saturation between 8.8 and 9.8 km and decreases with height above
9.8 km. For simplicity, RHI is set to 100% between 7.2 and 9.8 km for the idealized5

profile used as initial condition for the simulation.
As previously mentioned, BASIL measurements show that the cirrus cloud gradually

split into two layers and the lower layer is completely detached from the top one from
around 18:00 UTC (Fig. 2). The base of the lower layer descended from z=8.8 km
at 17:32 UTC to z=7.6 km at 18:12 UTC, while the upper layer top height did not10

change much from the beginning of the lidar measurement till its final disappearance
(19:30 UTC). The deepening of the cloud-free region between the two layers took place
concurrently with a gradual reduction in RHI (Fig. 6).

In what follows we examine to what extent the observed evolution of RHI and ex-
tinction profiles, measured by BASIL, is compatible with the evolution predicted by the15

1-D model with horizontal advection terms ignored. Note that the purpose of cloud
simulations is to examine whether our hypothesis (that of upper tropospheric humidi-
fication associated with sublimation of precipitating ice crystals) is realistic, given the
data available to us. Ice particle sedimentation and sublimation in ice sub-saturated
environment is a mechanism capable to redistribute water vapour mass vertically. The20

1-D model results are postprocessed to compute how much ice mass is converted
to water vapour mass as a function of height. Cirrus cloud particles are assumed to
be hexagonal colums, so that their length and diameter relationship follows Eqs. (8)
and (9) of Mitchell and Arnott (1994), and their size is described by a Gamma size
distribution of the type:25

N (D) = N0D
µ exp (−LD) (2)

with D being the cloud particle maximum dimension, N0 being the intercept value of the
distribution, L being the inverse of the characteristic dimension, and µ being the shape
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parameter controlling the width of the distribution. The initial PSD profile is derived
using the microphysical properties retrieved from NAST-I using RT-RET, as described
in Sect. 3, but using hexagonal colums, and the particle backscatter profile measured
by the Raman lidar at 17:32 UTC.

The retrieved parameters L and µare then used to obtainthe profile of N0 by5

the following procedure: given that the measured lidar ratio is about 25 sr then
βe≈25βs, where βe=

∫
N (D)AQedD and βs are the particle extinction coefficient and

the backscattering coefficient, respectively; A is the projected area of the particle, and
Qe is the is the extinction efficiency. Therefore

N0 =
25βs∫

Dµ exp (−LD)AQedD
(3)10

To obtain N0, it is further assumed that (1) particles are randomly oriented so that
the projected area is one quarter of the surface area; (2) Qe=2. The retrieved profile

of the particle number concentration
(
Nice = N0(µ+1)

Lµ+1

)
is plotted in Fig. 9d. The plot

shows that roughly a factor of two difference in Nice would result from the change of
L from 206 to 326 cm−1, values which reflect the range of values retrieved, assuming15

hexagonal colums, in the four NAST-I FOVS during the first Proteus overpass.
The 1-D model considers 60 equally-spaced height levels, from 5 km to 11 km. The

starting time of the simulation is 17:32 UTC. Simulation time is 120 min and the time
step is 5 s. As described in the previous paragraphs, the time evolution of potential
temperature and RHice indicate that air might have been descending, at least between20

7 and 9 km. Therefore, a uniform downward vertical velocity of 0, −0.05, −0.1, −0.15
and −0.20 m s−1 is prescribed in the vertical domain of interest.

The results of the simulations are plotted in Fig. 10. The simulations capture the
descending lower cloud layer reasonably well in the first 30 min (17:32 to 18:02 UTC),
especially those simulations using a faster downward vertical velocity. Furthermore,25

simulations using L=206 are slightly better than those using L=326. The lidar ob-
servation indicates that the lower cloud layer thins rather quickly between 18:02 and
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18:12 UTC (Fig. 3). In contrast, none of the simulations captures the abrupt thinning.
Given the temperature and RHI of the cloud deck, the observed fast thinning was more
likely caused by horizontal advection of the air and cloud than by particle sublimation.
Evidently from the Fig. 10a and b, the simulations miss to capture the evolution of the
upper cloud layer which might be due to the following reasons: (1) the specification5

of a uniform downward vertical velocity through out the entire model domain; (2) the
use of a unimodal gamma size distribution that might have underestimated the number
of small particles for the initial PSDs and (3) not accounting for the radiative diabatic
effects.

The simulations are able to capture the basic features of the water vapour mixing10

ratio and RHI profiles (Fig. 10c–f). The result is moderately affected by the assumed
characteristic length (1/L) for the given range (206≤L≤326 cm−1). Note that we don’t
recommend the use of Fig. 10 to infer the vertical speed for this case because the hu-
midity measurements by lidar show large amplitude fluctuations in the mid-troposphere,
suggesting horizontal moisture advection. Furthermore, although the radio sondes at15

17:13 and 18:32 UTC seem to indicate a gentle downward motion, the true downward
motion could be larger and fluctuating with time, as shown in some cirrus observations
(Comstock et al., 2008).

There are at least 3 issues that need to be addressed in order to verify our working
hypothesis: does the cirrus cloud moisten that layer (6.5<z<7.5 km)? How much vapor20

mass does the cirrus contribute to that layer? Is the observed moist anomaly in mixing
ratio profiles due to sedimentation-moistening? In order to answer these questions
several case studies were examined, which are summarised in Table 2. The definition
of the parameters indicated in Table 2 is as follows:

– IW P is Ice Water Path;25

– IW P0 is Ice Water Path at t=0 (the initial time of the integration);

– EIP7 is the Evaporated Ice Path between 6.5 and 7.5 km;
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– EIPt is the Evaporated Ice Path in the entire air column

– V P7 is the Vapour Path between 6.5 and 7.5 km measured by BASIL.

The column labelled (1) in Table 2
(
IW P0−IW P

IW P0

)
is the fraction (expressed in percent-

age) of the initial ice water path that has been converted to water vapour in a given
period of time. Thus, the product of column (1) and column (2) is the fraction (ex-5

pressed in percentage) of the initial ice water path that is redistributed into the layer
extending from 6.5 to 7.5 km at a given time. Column (3) (that is EIP7/V P7) tells how
significant the “evaporated ice path” between 6.5 and 7.5 km is when compared to the
measured vapour path in the same vertical interval.

The results presented in Table 2 show that it is safe to conclude that the cloud moist-10

ens the layer between 6.5 and 7.5 km, regardless of the assumed magnitude of the
vertical velocity. However, simulations driven by a stronger downdraft provide a better
time evolution of the cloud in the sense that the simulated extinction coefficient is closer
to the measured one.

Results are somewhat sensitive to the assumption of the duration of the downdraft.15

If the downdraft lasts, for example, for 90 min, the redistribution plays a less significant
role on the local vapour mass between 6.5 and 7.5 km, which translates into a smaller
value of the ratio EIP7/EIPt. If the downdraft persist until t=120 min, the redistribution
plays a more important role. From column (3)

(
EIP7/V P7

)
, the cloud does contribute

10∼22% at t=90 min and 20∼27% at t=120 min of vapour mass. This indicates that20

the sedimentation-moistening has contributed significantly to the moist anomaly, but
other factors are working as well.

5 Summary and conclusions

The paper considers the application of a Raman lidar system providing simultaneous
measurements of temperature, water vapour mixing ratio and cloud optical properties.25
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Raman lidar measurements performed on 6 September 2004 in the presence of cir-
rus clouds during the Italian phase of the EAQUATE experiment are reported and dis-
cussed. The variability of relative humidity inside and beneath the two layer cirrus cloud
anvil has been determined. Under-saturation conditions with respect to water and both
ice super-saturation and under-saturation conditions are found inside clouds. Relative5

humidity in ice clouds is observed to increase with decreasing temperatures. Lidar
measurements also reveal the presence of a humid layer beneath the cirrus clouds.

The synergic use of the data derived from the ground based Raman Lidar and of
the spectral radiances measured by the NAST-I Airborne Spectrometer provides evi-
dence that it is possible to reconstruct the temporal evolution of the atmospheric cool-10

ing/heating rates in presence of observed cirrus cloud vertical structure. A large tem-
perature gradient (∼10 K/day) is found to develop between cloud top and bottom, but
this radiative forcing effect is not sufficient to completely explain the ice cloud dissipa-
tion, and cloud microphysics needs to be accounted for. We have relied on a 1-D cloud
microphysical model to describe the evolution of volume extinction coefficient, relative15

humidity and water vapour mixing ratio profiles observed beneath the cirrus cloud anvil,
for a variety of imposed air vertical velocities and PSD. The initial conditions represent
the measured state over Potenza at 17:32 UTC and the initial PSD is inferred from
synergic lidar and NAST-I osbervations.

The results show that it is safe to conclude that the cloud moistens the layer beneath20

the lower cloud deck, regardless of the assumed magnitude of the vertical velocity.
Simulations driven by a stronger downdraft provide a better time evolution of the cloud,
leading to simulated extinction coefficient values closer to the measured ones. The 1-D
simulations indicates that the sedimentation-moistening has contributed significantly to
the moist anomaly, but other factors are at work as well. This result supports the hy-25

pothesis that the mid-tropospheric humidification, observed by BASIL is a real feature
which is strongly influenced by the sublimation of precipitating ice crystals.

Results illustrated in this study demonstrate that Raman lidars, like the one used in
this study, can resolve the spatial and temporal scales required for the study of cirrus
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cloud microphysical processes and appears sensitive enough to reveal and quantify
upper tropospheric humidification associated with cirrus cloud sublimation, ultimately
offering the opportunity to improve the parameterization of cirrus clouds in dynamical
models.
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Table 1. The optical and microphysical properties retrieved from the RT-RET retrieval scheme
during the first Proteus overpass at 18:02 GMT (Maestri et al., 2009), assuming a mixture of

crystal habits. De=
3
∫
N(D)V dD

2
∫
N(D)AdD

, is the effective diameter, where V is the volume and A is the

projected area.

NAST-I FOV SW optical LW optical L µ De

number depth depth cm−1 micron

1 1.7 1.6 328 7 60
2 2.3 2.2 242 7 72
3 2.7 2.5 242 7 72
4 2.1 2.0 416 7 52

average 2.1 2.0 293 7 64
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Table 2. Results of test cases obtained with the 1-D model. The simulation using w=0 m/s is
not listed because it compares poorly with the observation.

w (m/s) L (cm−1) t =90 min t=120 min

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)
IW P0−IW P

IW P0

EIP7

EIPt

EIP7

V P7

IW P0−IW P
IW P0

EIP7

EIPt

EIP7

V P7

% % % % % %

−0.05 326 77 50 10 98 62 21
−0.10 326 98 45 11 100 59 20
−0.15 326 100 49 13 100 67 24
−0.20 326 100 59 16 100 76 27
−0.10 206 100 67 21 100 63 27
−0.15 206 100 68 22 100 64 27
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Fig. 1. Sequence of images from MSG SEVIRI: channel IR108 (centered at 10.8µm) on left
column and channel WV62 (centered at 6.25µm) on the right column. The timing (from top to
bottom) is: 13:12:44, 17:12:45, 18:42:44, 19:42:43 and 21:27:43 UTC).
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Fig. 2. Time evolution of particle backscattering coefficient at 355 nm from 17:32 to 20:34 UTC
on 6 September 2004. Here and in the following figures, height is expressed in km above mean
sea level (a.s.l.).
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Fig. 3. Time evolution of the particle extinction coefficient (same time-frame as Fig. 2). The
lower panel shows the evolution with time of total cloud optical thickness.
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Fig. 4. Time evolution of RHI on 6 September 2004. White lines represent cloud boundaries,
while red lines represent the maximum reached altitude for water vapour lidar measurements.
The red vertical line identifies the 10 min average profiles (19:05–19:15 UTC) considered in
Fig. 5. Large relative humidity values beneath the clouds (blue arrows) are associated with
upper tropospheric humidification caused by the sublimation of precipitating ice crystals.
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Fig. 5. 10 min average profiles for the time interval 19:05–19:15 UTC: (a) lidar profiles of RH
(black line) and RHI (red line) and radionsonde profile of RH (green line); (b) particle backscat-
ter profile at 355 nm; (c) magnification of panel (a) in the vertical region the 9–11 km (a.s.l.);
(d) magnification of panel (b) in the vertical region the 9–11 km; (e) lidar profile of atmospheric
temperature in the vertical region the 9–11 km.
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Fig. 6. Time evolution of water vapour mixing ratio over the time period of approx. 9.5 h from
17:32 UTC on 6 September 2004 to 02:55 UTC on 7 September 2004. A humid layer is present
between 6 and 7.5 km a.s.l. (included between the two horizontal violet lines).
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Fig. 7. Spectral cooling/heating rate profiles in correspondence of the 4 Proteus overpasses
over BASIL. The time sequence is 1st overpass: upper left, 2nd overpass: upper right, 3rd
overpass: lower left and 4th overpass: lower right panel. In the firsts 3 panels the lidar mea-
sured cloud optical depths (in the short-wave) are also reported. Altitude in km (from 0 to 18)
a.s.l. is reported on Y-axis and wave number (from 100 to 2500) in cm−1 on X-axis. For visual
purposes, spectral cooling/heating rates are averaged on a spectral widow of 20 cm−1.
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Fig. 8. Vertical profiles of total infrared cooling/heating rates in correspondence of the 4 Proteus
overpasses over BASIL.
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Fig. 9. Panel (a, b, c): The atmospheric profiles measured at 17:13 (dashed) and 18:36
(dotted) UTC versus altitude a.s.l. The gray curves indicate the idealized profiles used as the
initial conditions for the 1-D simulations. Panel (d): The profiles of ice number concentration,
Nice, retrieved using the lidar backscatter profile measured at 17:32 UTC. In the calculation,
the modified gamma distribution is used, is set to 7 and three values of L (326, 293, 206 cm−1)
are tested.
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Fig. 10. Lidar measurements vs 1-D simulations at selected times. Panels (a, b) are the profiles
of the volume extinction coefficient; (c, d) are the profiles of the vapor mixing ratio, and (e, f)
are the RHI. In the simulations, L is 326 cm−1 except where otherwise noted.
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